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Player Haters
After scoring a big payday, Nautica, who was raised by the streets, moves to the
East Coast to start a new life, but instead gets involved with a rich and powerful
drug lord who makes her his wife until past secrets turn them against each other.

Murder Mamas
Bishop T.K. Wilson's decision to run for borough president has unexpected
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repercussions when his children, models of respectability in public, pursue their
own goals and deal with their own temptations and demons.

The Dopeman's Wife
Robyn and Aries are "The Murder Mamas," contract killers taking no prisoners in
Los Angeles. It doesn't take them long to link up with Hollywood's biggest drug
kingpin, who hires them to take out a snitch and a judge. But the plans backfire
and they only complete half the job. Robyn gets caught and put on Death Row, and
Aries goes on the run. She winds up in the Islands, where she takes up a new life
as a mother and wife, and tries to forget who she once was. But unfinished
business has a way of coming back to haunt you; and when it's the killing kind,
there's a huge price to pay. Now Aries has to put it all on the line as she sets out to
finish what the Murder Mamas started, leaving her family and her sanity and her
soul behind. . ..

Alibi
Once the streets pull you in, they own you. Or at least that's the way it's been for
Nautica. Growing up in the ‘hood, all she's ever known is the fast life—fast money
ill-gotten through scandals and relentless scheming. But when a big scam nearly
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finishes her off, she decides to seek more out of life than the "hustle" and tries to
make a new life for herself on the East Coast. It isn't long, though, before she falls
in with Manny, a drug kingpin, who sweeps her off her feet. He promises to marry
her and make her "Queen of the Street." Then everything falls apart. As their
relationship unravels, both of their dark secrets are uncovered, pitting them
against each other in this exciting tale of love and deception.

Married Men
Anari is the epitome of a good-girl-turned-bad after her world is brutally destroyed.
Consumed with her desire for revenge, she and her best friend Monica enter a life
of drugs, fast money and betrayal - adopting the lifestyle that pushed them into
the game in the first place. Hiding their true identities they quickly rise to the top
of New Jersey's dope game. Using everyone who crosses their paths, nothing - not
betrayal or addiction - will stop them from dispensing their street justice.

Single Husbands
"After 7 years of prison, multi-millionaire drug mogul Kane Garrett is back on the
streets. But instead of diving back into the drug game, he's teaching a college
class, infusing business principles with [the] signature ruthless edge he developed
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in the streets. When a student--and heavy heroin dealer--named Basil catches
Kane's eye, Kane takes him on as protaegae and together, they build the biggest,
smartest drug trafficking business the state has ever seen"--

My Mama's Drama
Nautica was raised by the streets and forced to grow up fast. The allure of the fast
life pulled her into a world of scandal, schemes, and hustling. After Nautica comes
up on a big scam and her biggest payday ever, she decides to move to the East
Coast in search of a new beginning. What she thinks will be a new start turns out to
be a nightmare.

The White House
A man's quest to escape his past life is an uphill battle. After seeking a Cuban
voodoo doctor to receive a spiritual advantage on his upcoming court case, Saint
opens up Pandora's box. The Santeria voodoo seemed to work, but at what cost?
Saint's dangerous visit to Cuba comes with much more than he anticipated as he
enters an underground secret society of high stakes gambling. He gets tangled in a
web of heinous crimes, money games, and backstabbing. Torn between a woman
he meets in Cuba and his wife at home, Saint finds himself embroiled in an
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intricate plan, which threatens his freedom and everything that he has worked for.
Lines are crossed, both internationally and morally. This dark, suspenseful tale by
New York Times bestseller JaQuavis Coleman is an urban love story with an
unforgettable conclusion.

The Cartel Deluxe Edition
When his wife, Remy, is locked up unexpectedly, Cease, a young hustler from Flint,
Michigan, stumbles upon her diary, which exposes her deepest and darkest
secrets, and discovers a new side to this woman he thought he knew. Reprint.

The Cartel 6: The Demise
Kane Garrett was nationally known for his multi-million drug enterprise throughout
the early 2000's. After 7 years of prison for tax evasion, he is out and back on the
streets. While in prison, Kane got a masters in business and now is a sought after
college professor. Every dope boy, journalist, and hustler is lining up for his
legendary class to pick the brain of this infamous overlord. Kane breaks down
business lessons as if it was the drug game. This is where Kane meets a young
man by the name of Basil. Basil is an upcoming mastermind thats a college student
by day, but a heavy heroin peddler by night. Kane takes Basil under his wing and
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grooms him to be the biggest, smartest drug trafficker the state has ever seen.
Together they create Black Wall Street, an apartment complex that was turned into
a open market for drugs. Everything was running smooth until Basil was introduced
to Moriah, Kane's only daughter. Thats when lines get crossed and what once was
a union, becomes a deadly rivalry. Kidnapping, murder, trickery, and love is all a
part of the street thriller that will have you at the edge of your seat. Open the
lesson and walk onto Black Wall street; the greatest street tale ever told.

The Cartel 3:
When a set-up goes wrong and Six finds herself sleeping with the enemy, who will
she choose, the man she loves, or the man she's supposed to hate? Detroit
hustlers Free and Six have been together seven years, but their relationship has
been nothing but drama. Free hasn't been faithful and Six has taken out her hurt
by physically hurting the other women. Free ends up in jail for three years, and
when he's sprung, he's not happy to learn that Six has been living the high-life on
his dime and blown through $100,000! Then Six gets entangled in one of Free's
schemes and finds herself in a role almost too good to be true—posing as the
woman of another man who actually treats her with respect. Though you can bet
there won't be a "happily ever after" for anyone involved. . ..
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Lookin' For Luv
The love/hate relationship between Diane and Kendra Williams takes motherdaughter drama to entirely different level. Diane is a single mother who prides
herself on being a master manipulator. She has no problem using anything or
anyone to get what she wants. Whether it’s treating her sister, Celia, as her
personal ATM or seducing unlikely, unsuspecting men, she will do whatever it takes
to get ahead. Her daughter, Kendra, is a hardworking student who does a better
job parenting her younger twin sisters than their mom does. She is determined to
be nothing like her mother, and instead, strives to follow in her Aunt Celia’s
footsteps to get the car, house, and career of her dreams. After meeting Bilal, a
handsome, streetwise entrepreneur, she may just land the man of her dreams as
well. When tragedy strikes one of the twins, instead of being there for her family,
Diane sees it as one more opportunity to exploit for her own personal gain. And
when a secret that both Diane and Kendra have been keeping comes out, the
entire family is ripped apart. Will Kendra be able to hold on to everything that
means the world to her, or will her mama’s drama snatch it all away?

The Streets Have No King
In this thrilling, plot-twisting tale, a grieving painter receives an unexpected visitor
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in his travels who turns his world upside down for a novel that will change your
views on storytelling forever. As a painter travels the world, he mourns the death
of his wife, but finds an escape through his art. Until an unexpected knock at the
door takes his otherwise secluded life on a dramatic turn. The guest presents a
problem that traps them inside of a home for 72 hours, and the quiet suburban
estate becomes the devil's playground.The painter is then thrown into a
psychological game with twists and turns that lead to an unforeseeable ending

Baby Momma Drama
The Cartel has come full circle with this fast-paced, groundbreaking novel, the
finale to the hit series by New York Times bestsellers Ashley & JaQuavis. Miamor is
fighting for her life in the belly of the beast. She's been kidnapped, and she's
staring death in the eye. Is the reign over for the head of the Murda Mamas? Carter
is in federal custody and leaves the Diamond Empire to Zyir and Mecca. When the
past comes back to haunt Mecca and the truth finally comes to light, will The Cartel
rise or fall? Breeze is in the clutches of the crazed Ma'tee, and she desperately
searches for a way out. Will she escape, or die his love slave? The answers to these
questions lie inside the pages of Cartel 3: The Final Chapter. Open it to discover
the shocking truth, and prepare yourself for the unpredictable conclusion of one of
the best street series of all time.
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The Dopeman's Wife
DOPELAND follows cult author John Birmingham as he gets paid to travel around
Australia in search of its marijuana culture, meeting the dope smokers of Australia
- and finding that they're not what you might expect. Yes, there are some sci-fi
geeks, student activists, and the obligatory Nimbin ferals, but JB also finds himself
smoking with conservative politicians, lawyers, cops, merchant bankers and school
teachers. Given that 30-40% of the adult population have smoked marijuana, and
that dope is one of Australia's biggest cash crops, maybe we shouldn't be so
surprised. But it's not all choofing. JB explores the politics of marijuana, from
Queensland's medieval drug laws where possession of four joints could be
punished with life imprisonment, to South Australia's decriminalisation. DOPELAND
is for anyone who's ever fired up a choice fatty, wondered whether you can drink
the bong water, gone on a Mars Bar run, or just considered watching daytime TV a
worthwhile way to spend your twenties.

The Cartel 5
Liberty and her new friend Po decide to take on the California kingpin and embark
on a journey to Sierra Leone, where, with a new overseas connection, they hope
that they and their drug empire can survive.
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Murderville
A Man's World Novel Can four guys find love in New York City? Kevin left behind a
chance at the NBA to coach delinquents, but his toughest assignment is finding a
girl who won't make his mama's church group fall into praying mode. . .A teacher
and a poet, Antoine can make a sister feel beautiful—or want to beat him with a
blow dryer. . .Tyrone has talent, attitude, and a crush on his boss's wife. . .And
Maurice is all that, if that means rude, arrogant, and dishonest. Kevin's got the
looks. Antoine's got heart and soul. Tyrone's got the skills. And Maurice has player
moves. They got it all, except for the one thing that matters most—the love of a
good woman. What they find when they try a dating service is a riotous trip
through religious freaks, hootchie mamas, chicken heads, gold diggers, and some
serious Brides of Funkenstein. One thing's for certain—when you play the game of
love, you've got to be ready for anything.

Murderville 3
Leah has been trying for years to get rid of her competition, and all her crazy
scheming has finally paid off—or so she thinks. Now that YaYa is out of the picture,
she's ready to step into her shoes and have the life she always dreamed of. The
scars that she earned in the fire almost seem worth it if they mean she'll finally be
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able to have all the money, the family, and most importantly, to have Indie's love
to herself. There's only one problem. Disaya Morgan isn't dead. She survived the
fire too, and she's healing under the watchful eye of one very powerful woman
who's ready to help put YaYa on top. With her newfound connections, YaYa could
have Leah taken out with the snap of her fingers—but that's not good enough for
her. The only way YaYa can battle the demons that are still haunting her is to finish
Leah off herself. YaYa is out for blood. There can only be one winner, and these two
are on a collision course that could send one of them straight to hell. Ashley
Antoinette is back and better than ever with the third installment of The Prada Plan
series. A case of mistaken identity left readers reeling at the end of part 2, but part
3 is a heart-pounding saga that will leave you breathless.

Diary of a Street Diva
When a Boeing 747 drops out of the sky with the men of the Cartel aboard, the
women of the family have to step into their own. With the federal government on
their heels and the family on the brink of destruction, a female dynasty is born.
After the government's case is thwarted, the ladies plan to take the family legit.
They head west to establish a new endeavor, but with new territory comes new
problems. The Carter family name doesn't ring as loud as it did in Miami. It's a new
set of gangsters, a new set of rules, as the Cartel finds problems with an Arabic
millionaire. Even as the new Cartel struggles to go legit, trouble always finds a way
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into the family's circle. Larceny, deceit, and murder are all in the cards. The Cartel
5 is a page-turning thriller that promises to deliver. This mafia family tries to go
corporate, but the streets won't let them. This is the rise of the female Cartel . . .
La Bella Mafia.

Kiss Kiss, Bang Bang
Part 2 of the Dopeman's Trilogy, JaQuavis Coleman chillingly chronicles the life and
crimes of Harlem resident Hazel Brown, as she rises to the highest highs and
spirals into an inevitable, devastating downfall. Hazel has nothing and no one in
her life; the only thing she "owns" is an insatiable addiction to heroin. Her addiction
brings her to the slums, where she quickly learns the tricks of surviving—of
hustling and getting her street smarts. She'll do anything to feed her habit, even if
that means robbing and conning and selling her own body. Yet no matter how
much heroin she does, the pain that's cut so deep within her never goes away in
this story so intimate and compellingly written, you'll feel like you're walking in her
shoes.

The Cartel 7: Illuminati
In the final installment of the Murderville series, the characters learn that
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sometimes you have to give up pride and glory if you are ever going to survive life
on the streets. Original. 50,000 first printing.

Black WallStreet
While Liberty lies on her deathbed, A'shai recalls their violent past together, which
includes a Mexican drug cartel, child brothels, and the Los Angeles underworld.

Up To No Good
Every Hustler's reign ends in one of two ways. . .prison or death. Refusing to let the
prediction become a reality, Julius "Jules" Carter creates new rules to an old game.
Strategically, he forms one of the most notorious drug operations Harlem has ever
seen. Jules thought the game was his biggest challenge that is until he meets Tish.
Young and Ambitious she is determined to escape from Harlem's allure, but her
love for Jules has her rooted. She gets tangled in his web of lies and deceit. When
she finds out about his past demons and connects them with her own, she soon
finds out that there's a thin line between love and hate. You can't turn a bad girl
good, but once a good girl turns bad she's gone forever. Julius finds out the hard
way that everything done in the dark eventually comes to light. Ashley and
JaQuavis narrate a fast paced, suspenseful tale of one of Harlem's biggest drug
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lords, his rise to power, and the woman behind him.

Cubana
Dopeman: Memoirs of a Snitch is a complex tale about the life and times of one the
biggest drug traffickers the Midwest has ever seen. The FBI has launched an
intricate plot to take down one of the most prolific drug organizations in the
summer of 2009, and Seven Smith is their main target. Seven establishes a
relationship with an up and coming hustler and takes him under his wing.
Unbeknownst to Seven, his protégé works for the authorities. The young hustler
falls in love with a woman who is off-limits, and he has to make a difficult decision
that puts many people's lives at risk. Lola Banks is the daughter of a well-known hit
man and street legend in Ohio. When she lays her eyes on the outof–towner/snitch, it becomes a forbidden love. She is caught in a web of lies and
deceit, only to get the hurtful truth on the last page. This is a hustler's love story at
its absolute finest. The conclusion to this story is so unpredictable and intelligent
that no one will see it coming--no one.

The Prada Plan 3:
Accepted into a New York organization known as The Elite, money-hungry Disaya
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Morgan enters into a world of sex and lies from where she cannot escape. Original.

The Dopefiend:
The three Duncan siblings--Trent, the ultimate player who is about to get a big
surprise; Wil, an unhappily married man; and Melanie, a young woman looking for
love--must all band together when trouble knocks on their door.

Supreme Clientele
Love, lies, adultery, and death. Ashley and JaQuavis introduce readers to London, a
beautiful immigrant from Trinidad. She was given to her husband by her father in
order to settle a debt. Standing by her husband's side to make him the envy of his
associates is a day in the life, but behind closed doors, their relationship becomes
cold, and the abuse that she encounters has her looking for a way out. When she
meets a young thug named Kalil, he opens her eyes to a world she never knew.
Afraid of the repercussions of her actions, she avoids Kalil at all costs, but his
relentless pursuit makes their love inevitable. Enter the world of The Trophy Wife.
Her story will keep you guessing until the final page, and the outcome will leave
you breathless.
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Dopeman: Memoirs of a Snitch:
The port of Miami brings in millions of dollars’ worth of cocaine every year, and the
Cartel controls eighty percent of it. The Diamond family is a force to be reckoned
with, but all hell breaks loose when they lose their leader. The most ruthless
gangster Miami has ever seen, Carter Diamond, leaves behind a wife, twin sons, a
daughter, and a secret. The secret is his illegitimate son, Carter Jones. When young
Carter learns of his father’s death, he comes to town and is introduced to the
legacy of the Cartel Miamor is a woman who uses her beauty to enhance her skill
as a contract killer. She is the leader of The Murder Mamas. When her crew is hired
to take down the Cartel, they get caught slipping, and Miamor loses her sister in
the process. She is determined to get revenge. Unknowingly, she meets the son of
Carter Diamond, and he immediately catches her heart. She is sleeping with the
enemy, and when she finds out, she is torn between love and revenge. Thus begins
the saga of the Cartel, the New York Times bestselling series by street lit
superstars Ashley & Jaquavis. Every book in the series is full of their trademark fastpaced drama, deceit, and plot twists that will leave you shocked. Now fans can
relive the story of the Diamond family in this deluxe edition, with books one
through three all under one cover.

Guilty Gucci
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The Red Bottom Bandits may be the world's most fashion-forward gang of masked
outlaws. They're the talk of D.C. for their daring robberies and fly gear. And their
latest caper is penned by Ashley Antoinette (of Ashley & JaQuavis) at her sultry,
streetwise best. When the innocent, naïve Gucci recognizes ringleader Sunny
Raegan during a holdup, that's her "in" with the Bandits. Knowing she's got a lot
more beauty than brains, Gucci sees the gang as her meal ticket. More likely,
they'll be her ticket to the morgue! The Bandits may be lawless, but they play by a
few simple rules: Get in and get out. . .shoot first and ask questions later. . .never
leave without the money. . .and innocent people don't get hurt. But it's only a
matter of time before all these rules get broken—and that's when Gucci gets
caught! If there's one thing a girl needs, it's a little help from her friends. But her
"friends" have skipped town without giving her a second thought. And Sunny is
distracted by her new baby and her violent ex-lover. So Gucci's on her own. She's
on trial for her life, and she must decide whether to snitch on the girls—or take the
fall all by herself. Whichever she chooses, it may be her death sentence.

Moth to a Flame
Herschel Henderson said, "I do," to gain access to his wife's money, Lexington
Lewis vowed for his better and her worse, and Brian Flaw meant until death do we
part, yet none of them are dedicated to their wives. Herschel has a mistress that
he sexes more than his wife, Lexington is making love to as many women as he
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can, and Brian is sexing women of every ethnicity because he's become bored with
his wife. The one thing these men do share, is the fact that neither of them will
give up the sexual freedom they enjoyed as single men.

The Trophy Wife
Two men think they've found the perfect opportunity--a chance to rob the stash
house of Simon Shuller, one of Philadelphia's biggest drug lords. But their plans are
spoiled when one of Shuller's men catches them as they break into the stash
house. Temperatures flare as the men capture Shuller's worker, Poncho, and force
him to show them the goods. What they didn't expect was for Poncho's partner to
be armed and very dangerous. An altercation breaks out and when the smoke
clears, Nard, Poncho's accomplice, is the only one left standing. Thinking quickly,
Nard cleans shop and makes his escape, but not before being spotted by a few
neighbors. Not wanting to kill anyone else, he makes a mad dash for the streets
but wonders if the witnesses will give up his identity. What he needs now is a
plausible alibi. If he doesn't come up with one fast, it could mean life in prison, or
death on the streets.

The Day the Streets Stood Still
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In the little city of Flint, MI, the good die young and the people left standing are the
grimiest of characters. With reign over the city's drug trade, Benjamin Atkins made
sure that his precious daughter, Raven, was secluded from the grit that the city
had to offer. But when Raven's young heart gets claimed by Mizan, a stick-up kid in
search of a come-up, there's nothing Benjamin can do about losing her to the
streets. She chooses love over loyalty and runs off with Mizan, but her new role as
wifey soon proves to be more than she can handle. Puppy love always feels right,
but things turn stale, and she soon finds that everyone she loves has disappeared.
All she has is Mizan, but when hugs and kisses turn to bloody lips and black eyes,
she realizes that Mizan is not who she thought he was. Raven becomes desperate
for a way out, but this time, Daddy can't save her. Every time she finds the
courage to leave, fear convinces her to stay. Like a moth to a flame, Raven is
drawn to Mizan, even though she knows he'll be the death of her. When the hood
life she chose becomes unbearable and the only way out is in a coffin, what will
she do?

Dopeland
"The White House is a fast-paced thriller that doesn't disappoint." --Urban Reviews
"White House by JaQuavis Coleman starts with a bang and will leave you wanting
more." --Book Referees "Kidnapping, murder, and mayhem lead [Draya]--and the
reader--through a harrowing and twisting plot to an explosive ending that no one
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sees coming." --Reading in Black & White "The White House is one of my most
personal books ever. I took from a real-life situation and told a story that has been
Detroit's secret for years. I'm bringing that to the forefront with my own twist. This
venture with Infamous and Akashic feels rightIt feels good. They are very in tune
with my culture and style of writing which makes this a perfect situation for me."
--JaQuavis Coleman on The White House The White House is based on true events,
reimagining the dark chronicles of a notorious drug kingpin's death, and the
unfortunate events that followed. The young heroine Draya lives paycheck to
paycheck, laboring as a maid in a luxurious white house. One day, in the course of
performing her duties, she is presented with an irresistible opportunity for a
quick--and risky--payday. What unfolds in the white house changes the course of
her life. Kidnapping, murder, and mayhem lead her--and the reader--through a
harrowing and twisting plot to an explosive ending that no one sees coming. Look
through the eyes of this young woman and glimpse how a life can forever be
altered due to an unfortunate series of events--all touched off in a legendary white
house. Infamous Books, curated by Albert "Prodigy" Johnson of the legendary hiphop group Mobb Deep, is a revolutionary partnership that pairs the Infamous
Records brand with Brooklyn-based independent publisher Akashic Books.
Infamous Books' mission is to connect readers worldwide to crime fiction and street
lit authors both familiar and new.

The Dopeman's Wife
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"Full of flavor, wit, and drama." --QBR Step into the world of four married men
whose vows didn't guarantee them a "happily ever after". . . Kyle runs a booming
business, but his main job is hiding his wife from the sistahs who would skin him
alive for marrying a woman like her. . .. Easy-going Allen can please his bossy
Mama and his gold-digging fiancée--just not at the same time. . .. Big-hearted Wil's
got a wife with a mouth so big she should consider a career in broadcasting. . ..And
smooth and sexy Jay's "the man"--not only for his wife, but for all the other ladies
he can't resist. But these lifelong friends find their lives turned upside-down when
each one is shown the door by his furious woman. The result is a rowdy romp
through no-tell motels, divorce court, and jail. And as they fend off strippers,
trippers, psycho ex-football players, and worse, they know there's one thing they
can always count on. . .each other. Praise For The Novels Of Carl Weber "A fastpaced mix of scandal, jealousy and wickedness." --Publishers Weekly on Player
Haters "Compelling."--Booklist on Baby Momma Drama

Dirty Money
A gritty, dramatic, pulse-pounding street thriller by New York Times bestselling
author JaQuavis Coleman. One wife. One mistress. One deadly game of sex,
deception, and betrayal Both wife and mistress are attached to the same man, a
man heir to the throne of a powerful business. The same man that had led them on
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for years and kept secrets from them both. But now he’s thousands of miles away,
duct-taped and bound to a chair in a basement in Detroit, Michigan. As the
intricate plan concocted between the two women unfolds, more and more layers of
secrets are exposed. What starts out as a quest for ransom money turns into a
ruthless game of cat and mouse. Within 72 hours, sex, manipulation, lies, and
altered plans will all explode into unpredictable consequences that will change
their three lives forever

The Stiletto Agreement
In this gripping and heart-wrenching story, you will meet Sean. He was raised by a
hustling, well-connected mother and was taught early about street survival. When
his mother is brutally murdered, Sean is thrust into a cold world all alone. An old
friend of his mother takes Sean under his wing and introduces him to a life of drug
dealing at its highest level. Sean becomes "King Sean" and rises up the drug
game's totem pole. King Sean makes a solid name for himself in the street game.
The only weakness he has ever had is a childhood friend and also the love of his
life—a beauty named Sunny. Sunny has a struggle with drugs, and along her road
to recovery, Sean falls victim to the vice as well. His life is slowly headed on a
downward spiral, and his decline from street fame is filled with murder, lies,
backstabbing, and a struggle to survive. Walk on the journey with Sunny and Sean
as they hit rock bottom and steal, lie, and deceive in their struggle with addiction.
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Someone dies . . . but not until the end is the truth unveiled. New York Times
bestseller JaQuavis Coleman pens an intricate, fast-paced street thriller that tells a
bold story of true love, addiction, and murder. Read about The Day the Streets
Stood Still.

The Prada Plan
The Cartel series is backand more deadly than ever. Las Vegas. A city built on
obscene wealth and corrupt deals, cunning entrepreneurs, and the ruthless mob.
The Cartel's plan to open a casino will rake in cash, but comes with great sacrifice.
The stakes have never been this high, and rules of the game have never been this
hard to manipulate. And when one dead girl, one scorned wife, and one hole in the
desert launch a chain of catastrophic events, The Cartel is sent on a downward
spiral as they battle the Arabian mob and fight traitors within their circle. Will the
Cartel prevailor fall victim to the city's black cloud? And if there's one rule in the
town of Vegas, it's that when the dust settles, there can only be one winner, in The
Cartel 6: The Demise, by New York Times bestselling authors Ashley & JaQuavis.

The Streets Have No Queen
Two very different women are about to learn that when it comes to sorting out life
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and love, no sister is perfect Sensible older sister Jasmine is working hard, saving
money, and waiting for Mr. Right. In smooth-talking attorney Derrick, she thinks
she’s found him. But it doesn’t take long for Jasmine’s shrewd granny to expose
her man as nothing more than a drug-dealing hustler. Still, Jasmine chooses to stay
with himuntil she finds out he’s got a baby mommaWild child little sister Stephanie
is looking for a good time, not a good man, although she finds both in sweet, loyal
Travis. Before she knows it, a one-night fling has turned into three years—and
produced an adorable son and an engagement ring. But when Stephanie’s sexy
high school sweetheart swings back into town, she can’t help going after another
taste of the one that got away As the drama explodes, each sister will have to
decide which risks are worth taking and how to look out for themselves—and each
other

The Preacher's Son
The saga of love, loyalty, and crime continues in the next explosive book in the
Cartel series from the minds of New York Times bestselling authors Ashley &
JaQuavis. After the tragic and bloody end to The Cartel’s reign, Carter is forced into
isolation to evade the law. With his wife, Miamor, facing federal charges and his
dear brother, six feet under, Carter has never been more alone. His empire is at his
feet and he has no idea how to rebuild his kingdom. The only thing that is certain is
that he has to stay out the way and off the radar of the Feds until he can figure out
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how to get his lady out of prison. Miamor’s freedom is guaranteed—provided Carter
help create and distribute a drug that will take the streets by storm. Rubbing
elbows with the most notorious, ruthless leaders of the underworld will get him
what he wants. But can he win at their game of murder and money?

Murderville 2
There is always a man around the corner. Church trustee James Black should
know--he's usually that man, carrying on adulterous affairs and sleeping with one
conquest after another. But when he suddenly finds himself truly in love, the other
women in his church have a thing or two to say about it--including his daughter,
Jamie. Jamie has every intention of dismantling the relationship--until she discovers
a mystery woman has been secretly calling her lover, Louis. Meanwhile, James's
son, Darnel, spirals out of control after he catches his fiancée cheating. James
knows he's to blame for the turmoil that surrounds him and his loved ones. Now
he'll have to find a way to bring peace to their lives. But he can only do it by facing
some hard truths about himself and changing his scandalous ways. "A charming
tale. . ." --Essence® "Twisty and entertaining. . .gives fans what they want. . ."
--Publishers Weekly "This family's page-turning drama keeps readers in suspense
until the very last page." --Upscale Magazine
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